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Question
Howdoesmodern agricultural export growth affect
welfare and poverty in producing communities?
Growth in trade has been shown to ↑ incomes and
↓ poverty in poor countries, in a wide variety of contexts
Agricultural export growth is more controversial
⇒ discourage structural transformation, leaving areas
induced to specialize in agriculture worse off

⇒ lack of price pass-through to the farm gate, e.g., due to
market power in distribution, surplus labor on farm

This paper⇒measures the impacts of the world’s largest
modern agricultural export expansion—that of Indonesian
palm oil since 2000—on regional poverty and consumption
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Indonesia’s palm oilexpansion
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Palm oil production—farm to factory to port
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Cultivation area tripled since since 2000
Over 92% of ⇑ production through ⇑ area. Over 85% exported.
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Empirical strategy
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Estimating equation
Compare development trajectories in expansion districts
against those expanded less or not at all:

yd,t = δd + τt + βPd,t + γXd,2000 ∗ post+ εd (1)
Pd,t is oil palm share of district area in 2000 & 2015
yd,t is an outcome in district d (e.g., poverty, consumption)
δd and τt are district FEs and a 2015 dummy
Xd,2000 includes initial rural population shares, literacyrates, employment shares, and poverty
Sample⇒ rural districts in outer islands, 2000 definitions
Empirical problem⇒ endogenous adoption, i.e., β→ 0
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Identification
Exploit geographic differences in suitability for palm
cultivation and rapid growth in external demand
Instrument Pd,t with the FAO-GAEZ agro-climaticallyattainable palm oil yield * post-period indicator
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Identification—exclusion restriction
Main empirical concern: suitable districts good at other
things not captured by FEs and initial conditions trends
3 types of counter-evidence
1. Estimates not sensitive to additional trends

• Suitability for other crops
• Additional initial conditions
• Region-by-year FEs
• Full polynomial in latitude and longitude

2. Placebo tests exploiting the reduced-form
• Relationship only exists in palm growing regions
• Only palm suitability matters

3. Standard pre-trend placebo tests
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Results
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Main results
Regional poverty and household consumption, 2000–2015

Outcome District poverty rate (%) Log expenditure (IDR)
Estimator OLS IV RF

OLS IV RF

Column 1 2 3

4 5 6

Palm area (%) -0.081+ -0.536*

0.001* 0.008*

(0.040) (0.160)

(0.000) (0.001)

Post*suit -1.120*

0.018*

(0.274)

(0.002)

Excluded-F 34

19,908

Obs 340 334 334

241,349 237,887 237,887

* = 1%. + = 5%. Robust SEs are clustered at the district level and in parentheses. Sample is a cross-section of all rural
districts excluding Java at 2000 district boundaries. Differential trends for initial poverty rates, rural population
shares, literacy rates, and sectoral employment shares are included throughout.

Median expansion⇒ around 3 p.p faster poverty reduction and 4%
faster consumption growth (c.f., national poverty 18.2%→ 11.2%)
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Consumption impacts—IV estimates
By household and expenditure type

Total

Food

Non-food

All households
Agricultural

Non-agricultural
Rural

Urban
All households

Agricultural
Non-agricultural

Rural
Urban

All households
Agricultural

Non-agricultural
Rural

Urban

-.01 0 .01 .02 .03 .04

Semi-elasticity of monthly household expenditure per capita
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Distributional impacts—IV estimates
Splitting district-year groups of households up by decile
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Three explanations for themain results
1. Rising returns to labor and land

↑ agricultural wages and output/worker
Results not solely explained by new farmland

2. Indirect channels reinforcing the gains
HH investment in health, education, and assets
↑ government revenue & expenditure
↑ rural public good provision

3. Migration cannot explain the findings
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Environmental impacts
Calculating the environmental-economic trade-off

yd = β(Pd,2015 − Pd,2000) + γXd,2000 + εd (2)
yd is forest loss as a share of total district area (Hansen) orthermal hotspot detections (MODIS) since 2000
Pd,2015 − Pd,2000 is the change in the share of district areaunder cultivation, instrumentedwith suitability.
Xd,2000 includes the same initial conditions controls.
Results.One p.p. of poverty reduction corresponds to:
⇒ 1.5–3% of district area lost in tree cover
⇒ Around 10%more fire
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Conclusion
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Conclusion—three contributions
1. Distributional impacts of trade
• Traditional view: development strategies based on agricultural
exports and commercial farming tend to be harmful for the poor
(Engerman & Solokoff, 2002; Easterly, 2007;World Bank, 2008)

• Here⇒ new causal evidence on a salient policy issue
2. Modern agricultural growth and development
• Sweeping changes in agriculture⇒ globalized supply chains,
integrated small-large farm systems, and land expansion

• Brazilian soy. Bustos, Caprettini, and Ponticelli (2016) examine
structural change by comparing trends across regions

• Here⇒measure impacts on poverty and consumption in local
communities where these controversial oilseeds are grown.

3. Poverty-environment trade-offs for a globally significant case.
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Conclusion—two new companion papers
1. Spillovers from agricultural processing
• Use proliferation of palm oil factories to study industrial onset
and estimate spillovers from agricultural processing

• Extend Bustos et al (2016) tomoremicro level, focus on
processing facilities, and identify causal mechanisms

• ExtendDell andOlken (2018) to the largest modern expansion
and decentralized democratic institutional setting

Legend
Palm oil factories

Provinces

Districts
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Conclusion—two new companion papers
1. Spillovers from agricultural processing
• Use proliferation of palm oil factories to study industrial onset
and estimate spillovers from agricultural processing

• Extend Bustos et al (2016) tomoremicro level, focus on
processing facilities, and identify causal mechanisms

• ExtendDell andOlken (2018) to the largest modern expansion
and decentralized democratic institutional setting

2. Fight fire with finance
• RCT testing whether village CCTs can spur collective action,
reduce land-clearing fire, and operationalize climate finance

• Extend Jayachandran et al (2016) to fire, to the community level
(imperfect property rights), and to the world’s largest deforester

• Results in January 2019
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Please send any comments to
ryan.b.edwards@dartmouth.edu

More at www.ryanbedwards.com

On the jobmarket
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